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“Education is
the most
powerful
weapon which
you can use to
change the
world.”
-Nelson Mandela
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ASHRAFUL AID

Our Goal

Ashraful Aid values education as the primary tool to help
people overcome poverty and to develop a better society.
We believe it is the key to opportunities as it is one of the
most imperative investments a country can make in its
people and future.
Through education we want to prevent the cycle of poverty
in generations, by liberating people through education and
making the world a better place.

Ashraful Aid Educational Projects

Help fund underprivileged learners' Pre-primary and Basic education
Help schools develop optimally
Help learners pay for their Tertiary educational needs.
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Early Childhood Development
Ashraful Aid Pre-Primary Education Fund

Cost: R75 000

Ashraful Aid values pre-primary education as it prepares children physically, emotionally,
socially and mentally for formal schooling.
Ashraful Aid currently supports Marlboro Islamic Pre-school which has 30 learners
many of which are from underpriveledged backgrounds.
Ashraful aid are sponsors of :
Fees for the underpriveledged learners
School infrastructure
Educational Resources
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Assisting Developing Schools
Supporting Basic Education

Cost: R695 000

Ashraful Aid assists schools which are struggling due to various reasons such as finance,
lack of educational resources or not enough infrastructure.
Ashraful AId was able to assess a school in Johannesburg and found a gap in the
management of the school. A Leadership role was sponsored within the school
management team in order to bridge this gap.
Alhamdulillah, this intervention was put into place successfully and the school has now
grown by more than 40%.
Costing R225 000
Ashraful AId also funds the school fees of 30 underprivileged learners attending this
school.
Costing R250 000

Infrastructural needs
Ashraful AId also facilitated the construction of a classroom at a school in
Johannesburg.
The organisational process of sourcing sponsors for the classroom and facilitating
the entire application process was executed by Ashraful Aid.
Alhamdulillah, the application was successful and the classroom was sponsored by
the South African Muslim Charitable Trust.
Costing R220 000
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Tertiary Education
Ashraful Aid acknowledges that tertiary education is a vital piece in the
puzzle of poverty reduction
According to recent data studies, students
in South Africa can expect to pay
approximately R64,200 for their first year
of studies and by 2025 R107,600. This
excludes educational resources needed
as well as other various costs that goes
with studying.

Ashraful AId is currently sponsoring students with their Tertiary educational needs
making it possible for them to complete their studies without the stress of lack of
funding.
We are currently funding students for :
Study Fees
Transport fees
Educational Resources
Costing R100 000
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DON'T DELAY, GIVE TODAY !!!

Donate:
Standard Bank
Madrassah Ashraful Uloom
Zakaah Acc: 42 00 128 34
Lillah Acc: 42 53 686 02
Branch: Rivonia
Code: 00-12-55
Swift: SBZAZAJJ
Reference: Your Name - Education
Email: finance@ashrafulaid.org

Give them the weapon of EDUCATION
&
they will win the war against POVERTY....
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